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“In the face of the war in Ukraine, 
the merit of ICIP has been to take 
a quick and rigorous position on 
the conflict free of prejudice and 
dogmatism.”

XAVIER MASLLORENS
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The year of the war in Ukraine 

The Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 caught most political analysts and 
peace organizations off guard despite a decade-long history of failed diplomacy. The 
merit of ICIP has been to take – and maintain over time – a quick and rigorous position 
on the conflict free of prejudice and dogmatism, defending the right of the Ukrainian 
people to legitimate self-defence while denouncing (as we have always done) the doctri-
ne that a world with more arms is a safer world. In other words, denouncing the seemin-
gly endless arms race.

This event has given us a lot of work – and media exposure – throughout the year, in 
addition to everything else we do related to our four thematic work areas, institutional 
relations and international commitments. ICIP is consolidating an essential role in these 
work areas, successfully implementing the thematic focus introduced several years ago 
and in our influential publication, an annual citizens’ survey on coexistence, polarization, 
security and social cohesion issues.

I would like to highlight the concession of the ICIP Peace in Progress Award 2022 to 
some twenty organizations in the Basque Country for their diverse and enriching con-
tribution to ending armed violence and promoting peace and democracy in the Basque 
Country; the concession of the ICIP Alfons Banda Award for Young Research to a 
student from Manresa and another student from Amposta; and the consolidation of the 

Hip Hop for Peace Contest, which has reached its sixth edition.

Also noteworthy is the growing collaboration with Catalan peace organizations, with 
which we have jointly organized various activities, studies and publications. We un-
derstand that this helps to energize the peace movement while projecting ICIP in areas 
relevant to our specialization.

The ICIP Governing Board has changed the three members appointed by the Govern-
ment of Catalonia this year due precisely to the reshuffling of the Government. We are 
grateful for the contributions of Josep Desquens, Joan Maria Piqué and Laia Comerma, 
and we have welcomed Yoya Alcoceba, Anna Dotor and David Minoves, who joined us 
at the end of the year.

On a more internal level, it is worth mentioning that, in the middle of the year, ICIP had 
to move its offices into temporary quarters, also located in the city of Barcelona, until we 
are able to find a permanent location.

Xavier Masllorens
PRESIDENT OF ICIP

Introduction
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“We have increased the number of 
alliances with other actors, which 
has allowed us to reach audiences 
and locations where we had had 
little presence.”

KRISTIAN HERBOLZHEIMER

A border-straddling entity 

ICIP is a unique institution, both in Catalonia and internationally. It is a public institution 
mainly financed by the budget of the Government of Catalonia. At the same time, it is an 
institution that acts with complete independence from public administrations. The annual 
report that you have in your hands must be presented to Parliament and also to the 
Catalan Council for the Promotion of Peace, the citizen participation entity linked to the 
promotion of peace. Considering that ICIP’s creation in 2007 resulted from a demand by 
citizens, we could say that our organization has one foot in the public administration and 
the other in the social fabric.

Furthermore, ICIP aims to promote a culture of peace, both in Catalan society and 
internationally.

In a certain way, we are a border-straddling entity between the institutional and social 
spheres. And as such, we have the possibility and the challenge of innovating in political 
transformations to increase the impact of our work, not only from ICIP but from all the 
social, institutional, academic and cultural actors that work to create more just and less 
violent societies.

In this report, you will see that we have moved decisively in this direction. We have 
increased the number of alliances with other actors, allowing us to reach audiences and 

locations where we had little presence. With a commitment to horizontal cooperation 
– where we all contribute and learn at the same time – we are part of the structure that 
promotes various networks such as the Catalan Council for the Promotion of Peace, the 
European Peacebuilding Liaison Office, the Platform for Peacebuilding in Mexico, and 
the Latin American Network of Women, Peace and Security.

Through three awards and two calls for grants, through our book series, various forms 
of communication and our four thematic work areas, we interact with many people 
and entities, create complicities, provide information, and develop new frameworks for 
analysis and intervention. All of this allows us to collaboratively enrich and diversify the 
ecosystem of actors that contribute to the promotion of the culture of peace.

Our organization makes sense if society and institutions perceive its usefulness. With 
this report, you can judge for yourselves.

Kristian Herbolzheimer
DIRECTOR OF ICIP

Introduction



1 The institution

ICIP
at a glance

Creation:
Parliament of Catalonia, December 2007, by law.

Institutional goal:
ICIP seeks to promote the culture of peace in Catalan society and internationally and to 
enable Catalonia to play an active role as an agent of peace in the world.

Offices and library (temporary location):
Aragó 244-248, 08007, Barcelona.

Governing Board:
The ICIP Governing Board is made up of ten members: seven chosen by Parliament, 
as proposed by the Catalan Council for the Promotion of Peace (Marco Aparicio, Gem-
ma Casal, Carme Colomina, Xavier Masllorens, Oscar Mateos, Nour Salameh and 
Remei Sipi), and three designated by the Government (Yoya Alcoceba, Anna Dotor and 
David Minoves).

President: 
Xavier Masllorens

Director: 
Kristian Herbolzheimer

Staff:
17 people

Budget 2022: 
1,581,784.35 euros
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5 Calls for proposals and grants

79,912 €
Grants for research work for the fiscal 
year 2021-2022 (R-ICIP)

77,160 €
Grants for peace promotion projects 
by non-profit organizations

2 Activities 2022

1,600
Number of people 
who have followed 
ICIP’s activities in 
person

1,440
Number of people 
who have followed 
ICIP’s activities 
online

29
Seminars, 
conferences, 
roundtables and 
training activities

207
Number of 
collaborations with 
other actors

3 Publications

9,700
Total library
holdings

165
Books catalogued
in the library

9
Books published

ICIP Peace in 
Progress Award

ICIP Hip Hop for 
Peace Contest

4 Internal organization

4
Number of positions 
announced

13
Number of agreements 
signed

184,000
Page views*

+68% +141% +184%

107,000
Sessions (visits)**

82,000
Users

* Views are the total number of pages viewed in different sessions.
** A session is the period of time in which a user actively interacts with the website (set of interactions of a 

device from the moment the user enters the website until they leave). When a session is resumed after 30 
minutes or more of inactivity, it counts as a new session.

6 icip.cat website
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ICIP Alfons Banda 
Award



7 Main achievements 2022

▪ Completion of three-year assignment as Technical Secretariat of the 
Truth Commission of Colombia in Europe: presentation of the final 
report, production of a documentary film and writing up the systemati-
zation of the work process

▪ Creation of the Platform for Peacebuilding in Mexico and promotion 
of the Latin American Network of Women, Peace and Security 

▪ Launch of the ICIP Survey on coexistence and Polarisation 2021 and 
development of the ICIP Survey 2022 on coexistence and cohesion

▪ Documentation of Ukrainian nonviolent resistance strategies in the 
face of the Russian invasion through a report and a series of videos

▪ Workshops to promote dialogue for young people, teachers and 
influential people from different sectors of society

▪ Display of the street exhibit “Face to face with violence” in various 
Catalan municipalities

▪ Recognition of the associative network of the Basque Country in 
favour of peace, ICIP Peace in Progress Award 2022

▪ Consolidation of the Hip Hop for Peace Contest (sixth edition)

▪ The organization of reading clubs in collaboration with the Library 
Network of Catalonia
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1 The Governing Board

The ICIP’s Governing Board comprises ten members, seven chosen by the Parliament 
of Catalonia, as proposed by the Catalan Council for the Promotion of Peace, and 
three appointed by the Government of Catalonia.

The Board was partially renewed in 2022, and its current members are as follows:

Members elected by Parliament

Marco Aparicio i Wilhelmi
Professor of Constitutional Law at the University of Girona

Gemma Casal i Fité
Anthropologist

Carme Colomina i Saló
Journalist and researcher at CIDOB

Xavier Masllorens i Escubós
Psychologist and educator. President of the Board of Governors

Oscar Mateos i Martin
Professor at Ramon Llull University and coordinator of the GLOBALCODES research 
group

Nour Salameh
PhD in History

Remei Sipi i Mayo
Activist and writer

Institutional
activity
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MEMBERS APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNMENT

Yoya Alcoceba i Cruixent
General Director of Development Cooperation of the Government of Catalonia

Anna Dotor i Casals
General Director of Foreign Action of the Government of Catalonia

David Minoves i Llucià
President of Ciemen and Director of the Catalan Fund for Development Cooperation

RESOLUTIONS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD

The ICIP Governing Board met twelve times in 2022, and these were the main points 
that were dealt with:

▪ Approval of the 2022 call for grants for projects of non-profit organizations aimed at 
the promotion of peace and for research work in the field of peace

▪ Approval of the conferment of the ICIP Peace in Progress Award 2022 to the asso-
ciative network of the Basque Country in favour of peace and approval of the rules 
and of the call for the ICIP Peace in Progress Award 2023.

▪ Approval of the call for the seventh edition of the ICIP Hip Hop for Peace Contest.
▪ Approval of proposals for agreements with various municipalities for the display of 

the “Face to face with violence” exhibit.
▪ Approval of agreements with universities and entities for the joint organization of 

activities and initiatives.
▪ Approval of the budget for the 2022 financial year and the audit report for the 2021 

financial year.
▪ Approval of the updating of the list of job positions.
▪ Approval of the resolution proposals of the calls for the 2022 selective stabilization 

processes.

2 Presidency and management

Throughout the year, the ICIP presidency and management have maintained insti-
tutional contacts at different levels, with the three main actors the institution’s work 
is aimed at by law: parliamentary groups, academia and civil society organizations. 
Synergies and collaborations have been strengthened in Catalonia and internationa-
lly, for instance, in Colombia and Mexico.

As established in the law by which ICIP was created, the president, Xavier Masllo-
rens, and the director, Kristian Herbolzheimer, appeared before the Committee on 
External Action, Transparency and Cooperation of the Parliament of Catalonia on 3 
December to present the institution’s activity report for 2021.

In his speech, the president of ICIP highlighted the institution’s commitment to rethin-
king the dominant security model in the current context of the war in Ukraine. The 
director stated the need to update Catalonia’s peace agenda and review public policy 
instruments to promote peace.

The activities presented by ICIP received practically unanimous support from the 
spokespersons of the various parliamentary groups. The groups Socialistes Units per 
Avançar, ERC, Junts per Catalunya, CUP and En Comú Podem all expressed their 
gratitude for the work of dissemination and promotion of peace carried out by ICIP 
and its contribution to the rise of the culture of peace in Catalan society and around 
the world.



Thematic
work areas
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ICIP’s activity is structured around four work areas, focused on issues 
where the institution can provide added value and contribute to theo-
retical and practical innovation in peacebuilding.

The four areas feature components of analysis and research, raising 
awareness and advocacy, and alliances with social, academic and 
institutional actors – in Catalonia and worldwide. 

Memory, coexistence and reconciliation
We promote the participation of victims and diasporas in the transition 
to peace.

Violence in non-war settings
We provide tools for analysis and action in situations of high levels of 
violence that are not formally considered armed conflicts.

Social and political dialogue
We promote dialogue at different levels, committed to depolarisation, 
coexistence and cohesion.

Security alternatives
We rethink the traditional vision of security based on the principles of 
the culture of peace and feminism.

Thematic work areas   19



Wars and dictatorships have a social and political impact on societies and people. 
These impacts are not overcome by signing a peace agreement or with democra-
tic elections; what is needed is to promote processes for reconstructing the social 
fabric and reconciliation within the institutions and society itself. It is necessary to 
rebuild the memory of the events that took place to promote psychosocial healing 
and generate conditions to avoid repeating cycles of violence.

This work area aims to highlight and support civil society initiatives in processes of 
transition to peace while promoting the exchange of innovative experiences to fos-
ter coexistence, often through creative artistic expressions. In particular, we highlight 
the role that women and victims can play in processes of peace and memory, specifi-
cally focusing on those who have had to leave their country and are in the diaspora.

In 2022, we have focused on our work with the Truth Commission of Colombia, which 
has concluded with the presentation of its final report. For over three years, ICIP 
has acted as the Technical Secretariat of the Commission in Europe in an innovative 
participation process with exiled victims of the Colombian conflict. 

1 Memory, coexistence and reconciliation
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“The participation of the victims, 
including those who have had 
to leave countries in conflict, is 
essential to generate processes 
of transformation and personal 
and collective healing.”

SÍLVIA PLANA

Conclusion of the work process with the
Truth Commission of Colombia

ICIP acted as the Technical Secretariat of the Truth Commission of Colombia in 
Europe from 2019 to 2022, the year the commission’s work ended, with the presen-
tation of its final report in Bogotá in June.

In this process, ICIP played an outstanding role in coordinating and implementing the 
participatory approach supporting the commission in ten European countries. ICIP 
coordinated the various working groups (hubs), acted as a liaison between them and 
the commission, and played an essential role in the accompaniment and counselling 
of the commission’s interviewers, who collected testimonies from victims living in 
exile (a total of 800 in Europe).
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Meeting of the European hubs in support 
of the Truth Commission of Colombia, 
with the participation of Commissioner 
Lucía González (Barcelona, April 2022).
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The event was jointly organized with the Taula Catalana for Peace and Human Rights 
in Colombia, the Catalonia Node in support of the Commission and the Catalan Agency 
for Development Cooperation.

A few days earlier, on 8 July, ICIP also presented the commission’s final report at an 
event in Lleida as part of the Cinemón festival.

At the European level, ICIP attended the presentation of the final report in Bilbao on 6 
July in recognition of its work as Technical Secretariat.

In addition, ICIP co-organized, together with the Gender Group in support of the 
commission, two presentations and in-depth study sessions of the chapter in the report 
entitled Mi cuerpo es la verdad (My body is the truth), which focuses on the impacts of 
the conflict on women and LGBTIQ+ people.

Systematization of the process

Following the conclusion of the Truth Commission’s work, ICIP has begun the prepara-
tion of the systematization of the process carried out as the Technical Secretariat for 
the Commission in Europe. The report will be published in 2023 to serve as an inspira-
tion for other truth commissions in the world.

Additionally, ICIP has presented the Colombian experience at various public events: 
for example, at a session at the Born Centre Cultural entitled “The legacy of the Truth 
Commission” and in a course entitled “The right to truth as a tool for peacebuilding: 
An international dialogue based on the Colombian experience” at the University of the 
Basque Country’s Summer School.

“Para volverte a ver” documentary

As the Technical Secretariat for the Truth Commission in Europe, ICIP has produced 
several audiovisual materials to show the impacts of exile and the contribution of the 
exile community to peacebuilding in Colombia. In 2022, ICIP and the Commission pro-
duced the Mandorla Films documentary Para volverte a ver (To see you again). The 

From 7-10 April 2022, ICIP organized a face-to-face meeting of the European hubs in 
Barcelona, with the participation of commissioners Lucía González and Carlos Martín 
Beristain. At this meeting, the conclusion of the commission’s work process in Europe was 
discussed, and strategies to contribute to its legacy and disseminate the final report were 
promoted. Coinciding with this gathering, ICIP organized the “Colombia: A song for truth 
from exile” event on 9 April, the Day of Memory and Solidarity with the Victims of the Armed 
Conflict in Colombia.

In the framework of this process, ICIP continued promoting acts of recognition of the 
Colombian exile community in Catalonia. In June, the Barcelona Council for Interna-
tional Cooperation and the Sabadell City Council approved motions of recognition for the 
Colombian exile community and diaspora due to participation processes with people from 
the diaspora in each city.

Presentation of the commission’s final report in Catalonia

Following the public presentation of the Truth Commission’s final report in Colombia, 
ICIP organized an event at the Parliament of Catalonia on 12 July to present the docu-
ment to the victims of the Colombian conflict exiled in Catalonia and Catalan society. 
The ceremony, presided over by the president of the Parlament, Laura Borràs, was 
followed by a thousand people (250 in person and the rest online). Commissioners 
Carlos Martín Beristain and Alejandro Valencia participated in the event, as well as an 
interviewer and a victim who testified to the Commission in Catalonia. 
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Presentation of the Final Re-
port of the Truth Commission 
of Colombia at the Parliament 
of Catalonia (July 2022).



short was filmed in Denmark, Switzerland and Catalonia, where the exiled protagonists 
(Yanira Restrepo, Juana Sánchez, Wilmer Torres and Lizethe Álvarez) live.

The documentary was presented in July in Lleida and Barcelona, coinciding with the 
presentation of the commission’s final report. Subsequently, it was screened at various 
events in Catalonia and also in York (England), Florence (Italy), Toulouse (France) and 
Fuerteventura (Spain).

The documentary trailer is available on the ICIP YouTube channel.
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Trailer of the 
documentary 
Para volverte 
a ver

Election Observation in Colombia

ICIP, as a participating member of the Taula Catalana for Peace and Human Rights in 
Colombia, participated in the 2022 Catalan Election Observation Mission that oversaw 
the first round of the Colombian presidential elections, held on 29 May.

The mission, coordinated by Taula Catalana, comprised 36 observers, representatives 
of Catalan civil society in solidarity with Colombia, and institutional representatives from 
the Catalan Parliament, the Congress of Deputies, municipalities and local Catalan 
organizations. Three people from the technical team and a member of the Governing 
Board participated on behalf of ICIP.

The Mission began its work in the legislative elections of March 2022 with the deplo-
yment of a technical team of five people. In both cases, the election observation was 
carried out following international standards. 

Analysis of diasporas

To continue to innovate and contribute to the construction of peace, memory and coe-
xistence, ICIP has advanced conceptualizing and identifying strategies and opportuni-
ties to inspire and enhance the capacity of people in the diaspora as relevant actors for 
transforming their country of origin.

Along these lines, internal meeting spaces have been organized with women from 
the diasporas of Ukraine, Russia and Syria, as well as the public event “Women in 
the diaspora: The power of art in peacebuilding,” as part of the Barcelona Biennale of 
Thought, at the Sant Gervasi-Joan Maragall Library. In this case, the session featured 
women’s experiences from Colombia, Ukraine and Syria.
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Over the last few years, the number of violent deaths in situations not considered 
war contexts has exceeded the number of fatalities in armed conflicts. Latin America 
leads the global ranking of homicides, the most visible expression of a wide range of 
violence with a complex network of actors, often including the institutions themselves. 
This chronic and high-intensity violence has been addressed mainly from the logic of 
police and repressive security. Still, the answers do not help solve the problem and 
tend to worsen it.

At ICIP, we want to emphasize the need to address violence in non-war set-
tings from a peacebuilding perspective. This requires developing new concepts, 
adapting methodological tools and encouraging the exchange of experiences among 
social, academic and institutional actors.

In 2022, we focused on the situation in Mexico, a country with alarming levels of 
violence and impunity, intending to analyze their causes and identify pending challen-
ges. One of the most significant achievements was the creation of the Platform for 
Peacebuilding in Mexico, promoted by ICIP and prominent peace and human rights 
organizations from Mexico.

2 Violence in non-war settings

“It is essential that peace actors 
pay attention and prioritize 
situations of chronic violence due 
to their gravity and impact.”

SABINA PUIG

Monographic issue of 
Peace in Progress magazine 

ICIP has dedicated the 40th issue 
of the Peace in Progress magazine 
to “Violence in non-war settings,” 
which, in line with this work area, 
aims to give visibility to extremely 
alarming violent situations and 
provide tools to the people and 
organizations that work to deal with 
them.

The monograph, published simul-
taneously in English, Catalan and 
Spanish, consists of a framework 
article by publication coordinator 
Sabina Puig and seven in-depth 
articles by Mohamed Daghar, 
Ana Glenda Tager, José Antonio 
Guevara Bermúdez, Esperanza 
Hernández Delgado; Roger Mac 
Ginty, Jordi Mir and Carolina Ri-
cardo. It also includes an interview 
with Mary Kaldor. The monograph 
was publicly launched in a session 
via Twitter Spaces.

With the publication of this mo-
nograph, we launched the new 
digital version of the magazine, a 
wholly updated platform with a new 
design that facilitates navigation 
and the perusal of all the issues 
published so far.
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The monographic issue of the Peace in 
Progress magazine was published in English, 
Catalan and Spanish.
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The Platform for Peacebuilding in Mexico

The Platform for Peacebuilding in Mexico is a space for dialogue and synergy 
that, since 2020, has brought together people and organizations linked to the Global 
Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict (GPPAC), Bread for the World’s Civil 
Peace Service and the First International Forum for Peacebuilding in Mexico, which 
took place in Barcelona in 2019 and was organized by ICIP, Serapaz and Taula per 
Mèxic.

Three online analysis meetings were held in 2022, featuring experts’ participation in 
various peacebuilding areas.

In October, the Platform held its first face-to-face meeting in San Cristóbal de las Ca-
sas, Chiapas, Mexico. In a symbolic event held in the community of Acteal, the Platform 
reaffirmed its commitment to transforming violence through a peacebuilding approach 
in Mexico. This event marked the formal creation of the Platform and its public presen-
tation. The Platform comprises 24 organizations – including ICIP – plus several people 
from activism, journalism, academia and culture who collaborate personally. 

International peacebuilding forums in Mexico

In 2022, ICIP organized two international meetings in Mexico, 
in collaboration with local actors, to promote awareness and the 
transfer of knowledge about the multiple violence present in the 
country.

The forum “Journalism and Peacebuilding in Mexico: Protec-
ting journalists, guaranteeing freedom of the press” took place 
in Mexico City on 20-21 June. The event was jointly organized 
by ICIP, the Barcelona City Council and Taula per Mèxic, with the 
collaboration of Aluna, Artículo 19, CIMAC and Periodistas de a 
Pie. The forum provided an opportunity to debate and analyze the 
vulnerability of Mexican journalism and the challenges faced by the 
sector to establish itself as an actor in peacebuilding and transfor-
mation. Numerous Mexican journalists participated in the event, 
many of whom participated in the “Barcelona protects journalists 
from Mexico” program promoted by the Barcelona City Council.
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Event to celebrate the creation 
of the Platform for Peacebuil-
ding in Mexico held in Acteal 
(Chiapas).
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The forum “Peacebuilding in Mexico: Challenges and keys in the current context” 
took place on 25 October in San Cristóbal de las Casas, Chiapas, and was organized 
by the Platform for Peacebuilding in Mexico as part of its formal launch.

The forum gathered more than 500 people, many from Mexican communities directly 
affected by violence and involved in peace projects. In addition to well-known Mexican 
participants, Nobel Prize winner Adolfo Pérez Esquivel, the former commissioner of the 
Truth Commission of Colombia, Marta Ruiz, and experts such as Luis Jorge Garay and 
Jenny Pearce were also in attendance.

 

Analysis of the violence in El Salvador

Throughout the year, ICIP organized three small-format sessions to analyze the 
situation in El Salvador, one of the most violent countries in the world. The focus was 
placed on violence carried out by criminal gangs, organized crime, and public policies 
to address the situation. The sessions featured the participation of the academic 
Chris van der Borgh, human rights defender Miguel Montenegro, and journalist and 
anthropologist Juan Martínez d’Aubuisson.

At the same time, ICIP has continued to participate in the research project “LEBAN: Le-
galize gangs? The creation of associations from youth street groups in Spain, Ecuador 
and El Salvador: Assessment and future prospects (2000-2025).”
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Watch the videos 
from the “Peace-
building in Mexico” 
forum.

Conversation with journalist 
and anthropologist Juan Martí-
nez d’Aubuisson in Barcelona, 
November 2022.
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“Face to face with violence” exhibit

Through photography and interviews, the outdoor exhibition “Face to face with 
violence: Stories of resilience in Central America” is a journey through the many 
faces of violence that affect daily life in three countries of Central America 
known as the Northern Triangle: El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras.

However, the exhibition also gives voice to the people who fight daily to stand up to 
this violence. In 2022, the exhibition was on display in various Catalan municipali-
ties (for more information, see the section on “Exhibitions and audiovisual produc-
tions”).
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Conflicts are part of human nature, and when managed constructively, they contri-
bute to social progress. But if they are not recognized and treated in time, they can 
affect social coexistence and, in extreme cases, escalate to violent scenarios. When 
a section of the population denies legitimacy and advocates the elimination of diver-
gent democratic thinking, polarisation becomes toxic: a destructive dynamic that also 
affects consolidated democracies.

This work area offers tools for analyzing, managing and transforming conflicts, 
specifically promoting dialogue to prevent or redirect conflicts: political dialogue at 
the institutional level and social dialogue in all spheres of society.

3 Social and political dialogue

“The goal of dialogue 
promotion initiatives is to 
promote coexistence and 
social cohesion.”

PABLO AGUIAR

Detail of the exhibition in 
Sant Vicenç dels Horts 
(Baix Llobregat).
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Dialogue promotion initiatives

Between October and December 2022, ICIP organized several initiatives to promote 
conversation and listening between people with distant, even opposing, posi-
tions.

Four series were organized, bringing together influential people from various spheres 
of society and diverse opinions; young people with positions of responsibility in political 
parties and social organizations; teachers; and international experts—these experien-
ces aimed to test different methodologies.

The initiatives that were carried out are as follows: the first and second editions of 
the Àgora Project, developed with the Catalunya Europa Foundation and Casa del 
Clàssics, to debate on the political conflict in Catalonia; dialogue sessions with young 
people from civil society and political party youth organizations; sessions aimed 
at secondary school teachers, conducted by the School for a Culture of Peace, to 
address how to deal with the discrepancy in classrooms; and the session “Difficult 
conversations in polarised times,” organized by The Protopia Lab and addressed to 
an international audience. 
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ICIP survey on Polarization
and coexistence

ICIP published the survey 
Polarization and coexistence 
in Spain 2021: The role of the 
territories, as a continuation of 
the previous surveys published 
in 2018 and 2020, to measure 
the degree of coexistence and 
polarization in Spain.

The survey was drawn up jointly 
with Esade’s Economic Policy 
Center (EsadeEcPol) and was 
publicly presented in April 2022. 
The document has been publi-
shed in Catalan and Spanish, 
and an English version of the 
executive summary containing 
the key ideas is also available.

At the same time, work began 
on a new survey in 2022, to be 
published in 2023, to monitor the 
perception of the degree of coe-
xistence and polarization. In this 
case, the sample also focuses on 
social cohesion, the appraisal of 
arms spending, and the refugee 
crisis following the outbreak of 
war in Ukraine.
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Cohesion space in Igualada

Intending to offer tools for the analysis, management and transformation of conflicts, 
ICIP, in collaboration with the Ateneu Igualadí, has organized a cohesion space 
in Igualada (Anoia) to facilitate peaceful debate among people who hold different 
positions on the Catalan pro-independence process. Five sessions have been held in 
which thirteen people representing the social and ideological diversity of the city have 
participated.

Build Peace 2022

With a talk about the risks of polarization, ICIP participated in the Build Peace 2022 
conference, which took place in Chemnitz (Germany) in November.
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The classic conception of security has considered national sovereignty, territorial 
integrity and public order as the main assets to protect against external and internal 
threats. Under this paradigm, the state analyses the risks and pursues its security by 
increasing its political, police and military dominance.

The most prominent security policies are founded on this notion and are primarily 
based on reactive and punitive frameworks of social control and armed action. These 
strategies are inefficient because they do not address the causes of conflicts or aim 
to transform them. Paradoxically, they often reinforce the culture of violence that they 
seek to reduce.

The “Security alternatives” work area aims to promote discourses and alternative 
practices to the traditional notion of security, especially from a feminist-pacifist 
perspective.

4 Security alternatives

“We must move towards 
security policies that focus on 
people and communities, the 
sustainability of life.”

SANDRA MARTÍNEZ

ICIP technician Pablo Aguiar 
in a session of the Build 
Peace 2022 conference.
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Working group on public security in Catalonia

ICIP has promoted and coordinated a working group on security in public policies 
in Catalonia since 2021. The aim is to analyze the police and security model in 
Catalonia and assess the feasibility of a review based on the positive transforma-
tion of conflicts and the culture of peace. Its current task is facilitating spaces for 
joint analysis and reflection between social groups, police forces, local govern-
ments and other strategic security actors. Consultant and trainer Noemí Ayguase-
nosa and researcher Nora Miralles are currently the two participants in this group.

In November, the group participated in the roundtable “Concrete experiences of 
security from civil society and communities: Successes and obstacles” in the fra-
mework of the sixth edition of the Conference on Peacebuilding with a Gender 
Perspective organized by the Ibero-American University of Mexico City (IBERO).

Related to the activity of this working group, ICIP will publish the book Local poli-
cies of human and community security: Good practices in Barcelona in the “Tools 
for peace, security and justice” book series.

Contributions to the Parliament of Catalonia’s Study Commis-
sion on the Police Model

In 2022, at the request of the Parliament of Catalonia, ICIP participated in the 
legislative body’s Study Commission on the Police Model. This commission aimed 
to politically and publicly debate the current public order model and face new cha-
llenges in terms of security and the demand for transparency. ICIP has drawn up 
a document with contributions focused on the need to rethink the current security 
model.

Research on the approach to security in university studies in 
Catalonia

ICIP is promoting research to analyze how the Catalan university system trains 
future professionals in charge of managing public security in the local, national 
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and international spheres. This research focuses on university studies in social 
and political sciences and examines all teaching plans published for the 2022-
2023 academic year.

The research uses techniques for obtaining and analyzing quantitative and 
qualitative information to determine what approach to security the actors involved 
– teachers and students – integrate and adopt. The study is strategically coordi-
nated by ICIP and carried out by a work team of research and teaching staff from 
various Catalan universities.

Completion of the research and publication of the results is expected in the au-
tumn of 2023.

European security

ICIP has initiated a process of reflection and internal analysis of current debates 
in European security from a historiographical and international relations perspec-
tive. Following the start of the war in Ukraine in February 2022, a series of events 
have occurred that require special attention from the European order in matters 
of security and defence, especially concerning the growing militarisation, as well 
as the changes that may occur in the coming decades in the configuration of the 
continent’s security architecture.

As part of this process, in September 2022, ICIP participated in the “Berlin Peace 
Dialogue: Europe in the Shadow of War” conference organized by the Advisory 
Council for Civil Crisis Prevention and Peacebuilding of the German Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs.

In the analysis of European security, ICIP has also participated in the Fundipau 
publication “Pending lessons from the war in Ukraine,” which was presented at a 
roundtable on 30 November during the Third Alfons Banda Conference.
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“An alternative security framework”

This book, published in the “Tools for peace, security and justice” series, aims to 
bring together theories critical of purely state and armed security, reducing the distan-
ce between their approaches and setting forth a minimum common denominator for 
transformation.

It was written by Teddy Baker, Olga 
Batallé and Francesc Teodoro and has 
been published simultaneously in Cata-
lan, Spanish and English. It is available 
online (PDF and ePub) and in paper 
formats.

In 2022, ICIP organized two sessions 
with the authors, one face-to-face and 
one virtual, to present the book to a 
specialized audience.  

Presentation of the book “An alternative 
security framework” at the ICIP Library, 
with the participation of the authors 
(June 2022).
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Situational analysis 
sessions
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The war in Ukraine

Like all wars, the war in Ukraine has had humanitarian, economic, political and envi-
ronmental consequences, but this particular invasion has shaken peacebuilding efforts 
at the European and global levels. The war has called into question European security 
and unleashed an arms race with dire consequences.

ICIP, as a peace institution, has followed the war from an analytical perspective. Be-
fore the invasion outbreak, on 3 February, ICIP organized the analysis session “War 
games in Ukraine” with researcher Vicenç Fisas and journalist Pilar Bonet to evaluate 
the possible consequences of war.

At the outbreak of the war, ICIP published a statement and began producing a compi-
lation of articles and reflections on the invasion, with a particular page on the website. 
Based on a collaboration agreement with the Novact Institute in April, ICIP began 
researching strategies for nonviolent resistance to the war. On 30 May, ICIP invited 
the Secretary General of the International Peace Research Association, Matt Meyer, to 
share his thoughts on the impacts of the war in the workshop “Challenges for peace 
research and peacebuilding in the aftermath of the invasion of Ukraine” which 
was held at the ICIP Library.

Research on nonviolent resistance

Based on the collaboration agreement signed with Novact, ICIP co-financed an ex-
ploratory mission in Ukraine led by researcher Felip Daza between 2-18 April. During 
this mission, data and testimonies were collected from interviews with 55 political and 
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ICIP periodically convenes conversations to analyze emerging or recu-
rring conflicts, with sessions open to the public and sometimes behind 
closed doors.

The war in Ukraine declared on 24 February, has marked 2022 and 
has captured much of ICIP’s attention.
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social actors in the country and, as a result of this fieldwork, ICIP and Novact have 
published the following materials:

ICIP report: “Strategies of nonviolent civil resistance to the war 
in Ukraine,” by Felip Daza. 

The document analyses 235 nonviolent civil 
resistance actions registered between February 
and June 2022. It includes several recommenda-
tions for Ukrainian and international governments 
and civil society to strengthen nonviolence to 
transform conflicts. Friedrich Schiller University 
Jena and the German NGO Corridors colla-
borated to publish this report. It is available in 
electronic format in English, Catalan, Spanish 
and Ukrainian.

Interactive map of the nonviolent actions registered in Ukraine between February 
and June 2022. Available in English, Catalan and Spanish on the ICIP website.

Series of three videos about spe-
cific experiences of nonviolence.

The project led by ICIP and Novact 
was presented on 25 May at LaFe-
de.cat as part of the panel discus-
sion “Ukraine: nonviolent resistances. How does civil society organize in the 
face of the invasion?” The roundtable featured the participation of representatives of 
Ukrainian associations in Catalonia. The ICIP report was publicly presented at an event 
at LaFede.cat on 18 October.

Other analysis sessions

Revolt in Iran
ICIP and CIDOB jointly organized the analysis session “Woman. Life. Freedom” 
to analyze the revolt unleashed in Iran following the death in police custody of the 
young woman Mahsa Amini. The event, which took place on 3 November, featured 
the participation of political scientist Anahita Nassir and Professor Antoni Segura.

Violence in El Salvador
Within the framework of the “Violence in non-war settings” work area, ICIP organized 
three small-format sessions to analyze the situation in El Salvador, one of the most 
violent countries in the world. Specifically, the sessions aimed to examine the vio-
lence exercised by criminal gangs, organized crime, and public policies to deal with 
it. The events featured the participation of academic Chris van der Borgh (10 May), 
human rights defender Miguel Montenegro (9 November), and journalist and anthro-
pologist Juan Martínez d’Aubuisson (29 November).

Peacebuilding in Somalia and Manipur
In 2022, ICIP organized the working seminar “European diplomacy in the cons-
truction of peace and security in Africa: Problems, lessons and challenges of 
the role of the EU in Somalia.” This event, which took place on 24 May, featured 
the participation of the former ambassador of the European Union in Somalia, Nico-
lás Berlanga Martínez. ICIP also organized a talk, on 20 April, with the activist Bina-
lakshmi Nepram, who spoke about the conflict in Manipur, in northeastern India.

Peace meeting in South Sudan
In November, ICIP participated in the seminar “From conflict to beloved communi-
ties: A series of international gatherings on peace, justice and nonviolence” in Juba, 
South Sudan. The International Fellowship of Reconciliation (IFOR), the International 
Peace Research Association (IPRA) and ONAD South Suda organized the event with 
the collaboration of ICIP. Professor Oscar Mateos, ICIP’s Governing Board member, 
participated in the conference.
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Watch the series 
of three videos on 
the ICIP YouTube 
channel.



Awards,
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The ICIP Peace in Progress Award has conferred annually to honour and publicly 
recognize individuals, groups or entities that, outstandingly and extensively, have 
worked for and contributed to promoting peace. 

1 ICIP Peace in Progress Award

ICIP disseminates the culture of peace by awarding grants to enti-
ties and research groups and through awards and competitions that 
seek to recognize outstanding initiatives for promoting peace.

The ICIP Peace in Progress Award, with its eleven years of history, 
is the institution’s key award.

The Hip Hop for Peace Contest and the ICIP Alfons Banda Award, 
part of the Youth Research Awards, are worth mentioning as initiati-
ves aimed at young people. 

The ceremony of the ICIP 2022 Award at 
the Parliament of Catalonia on 21 Sep-
tember, the International Day of Peace.
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The ICIP Governing Board grants the award. It consists of public recognition, a 
sculpture created by the Nobel Peace Prize winner, artist and activist Adolfo Pérez 
Esquivel, called Porta del Sol, and a financial award of 6,000 euros.

In 2022, the ICIP Award was granted to the entirety of civil society peace initiatives of 
the Basque Country “for their contribution to the advancement of peace, the end of 
political violence and the creation of new frameworks of coexistence and reconcilia-
tion.” These initiatives include several groups and NGOs, some of which have played 
a key role in advancing towards resolving the conflict, such as the Permanent Social 
Forum and the now-dissolved Coordinadora Gesto por la Paz and Elkarri/Lokarri.

Also included are entities that work for peace education and promote coexistence 
and human rights through the Forum of Associations for Education in Peace and 
Human Rights, where Gernika Gogoratuz plays an important role. Finally, the award 
honours the dialogue initiatives involving victims, such as the Citizens-Memory Lab 
Meetings or the Restorative Encounters between prisoners and victims of ETA.

The call for nominations for the twelfth edition of the ICIP Award was 
announced in 2022, and the winner will be determined in 2023.

The ICIP Hip Hop for Peace Contest aims to promote the values of the culture of 
peace and nonviolence among young people through hip-hop.

Launched in 2016, this contest has the support of the Department of Education of the 
Government of Catalonia, the Catalan Agency for Youth and the Catalan Agency for 
Development Cooperation. 

2 ICIP Hip Hop for Peace Contest

The award ceremony 
for the Sixth Hip Hop 
for Peace Contest took 
place in April at Lleialtat 
Santsenca in Barcelona, 
with the participation 
of the award-winning 
groups.
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Category 1: Open to students in Catalonia in compulsory high 
school (ESO), vocational training and post-compulsory high school

▪ First prize: “Respect,” a video created by students in the third year of ESO from 
the Bages Sud High School in Castellbisbal i el Vilar (Bages); winners of the 
recording and musical production of a rap piece in a professional recording studio 
with artistic support. This video denounces situations that lead to school bullying or 
discrimination based on sexual orientation. 

▪ Second prize: “Pandèmia i drets humans,” a video created by students in the third 
year of ESO from Lloret de Mar High School (La Selva); winners of a rap workshop 
led by a professional hip hop artist. In this case, the video denounces the situation 
of thousands of people who try to reach Europe from Africa on dangerous sea cros-
sings. 

▪ Special mentions: “Amor i respecte,” a video created by students from Domus 
d’Olivet High School in Canovelles (Vallès Oriental); and “Llutícia,” by the students 
from Vall de Llémena High School in Sant Gregori (Gironès).
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The ICIP Alfons Banda Award recognizes the work of students in the third and fourth 
years of high school (ESO) and in post-compulsory education (high school after age 
16 and intermediate and higher level vocational training courses), which promotes 
the analysis and achievement of results in the theoretical field of building a culture of 
peace or the practical application of nonviolent conflict management.

This award is part of the Young Research Awards conferred by the Agency for the 
Management of University and Research Grants (AGAUR) to promote the scientific 
spirit of young people. 

3 ICIP Alfons Banda Award

4 Grants

The call for the sixth edition of the ICIP Alfons Banda Award was an-
nounced in 2022, and the winners will be determined in 2023.
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Once again, ICIP announced the annual calls for grant applications for research work 
in peace (R-ICIP) and for projects of entities, foundations and non-profit cooperatives 
promoting peace. 

In 2022, the total amount of each grant line has increased to 80,000 euros. 

Projects receiving grants in 2022 call for research work in the 
field of peace: 

▪ The new mandatory due diligence rules are a response to the violence suffered by 
human rights defenders and environmentalists (Rovira i Virgili University).

▪ Representations and experiences of communities involved in military conflicts in 
heritage memory spaces (School of Tourism, Hospitality and Gastronomy, CETT).

▪ Incorporation of a feminist and crosscutting perspective to local security policies 
(Fundació Universitària Balmes).

▪ Dialogues of dream life: Experiences of violence and perspectives on peace in 
women’s groups (University of Barcelona).

▪ The responsibility of the state and private entities for international crimes in the 
Brazilian Amazon: The price of greed (Autonomous University of Barcelona).

Category 2: Open to young people between 12 and 25 who par-
ticipate in Catalonia’s youth, cultural, civic or socio-educational 
centres

▪ First prize: “Is the same,” a video created by young people from Fàbrica Jove de Salt 
(Fundació Catalana de l’Esplai) in Salt (Gironès); winners of the recording and musical 
production of a rap piece in a professional recording studio with artistic support. This 
piece deals with issues such as ethnic discrimination, immigration and sexism. 

▪ Second prize: “Déjanos vivir en paz,” a video created by young people from Club 
Infantil i Juvenil Santfeliu-Sant Ildefons in L’Hospitalet de Llobregat (Barcelonès); 
winners of a rap workshop led by a professional hip hop artist. This piece deals 
with inequality and gender discrimination.

The call for the eighth edition of the contest was announced in 2022, 
and the winners will be determined in 2023.

Winners of the Fifth ICIP Alfons Banda Award

▪ “Analyse comparative des chansons de la guerre civile espagnole (1936-1939),” by 
Anna Pons Muns from Lluís de Peguera High School in Manresa.

▪ “Consum de moda sostenible per a adolescents,” by Marta Pons Obradós from 
Berenguer IV High School in Amposta.
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▪ The nonviolence meetings in Castellterçol and the pacifist movement in Catalonia: 
Action-Reflection (University of Barcelona).

▪ Hate in social media: The agora of misogyny. An analysis of the anti-feminist dis-
course and media and institutional coverage of these issues on Twitter, Facebook 
and Instagram (University of Lleida).

▪ From a youth for war to a youth for peace: Youth Movements and Education (1914-
2022). Past, present and future (University of Barcelona).

Projects receiving grants in the 2022 call for non-profit organiza-
tions:

▪ Revealing the privatization of war in Ukraine: Research, communication and 
advocacy on human rights violations by private military and security companies 
(Novact).

▪ Migrant Women Peacebuilders (Mujer Diáspora).
▪ Migrant Voices LAB: Laboratory for the promotion of the political and social par-

ticipation of migrants in Girona (AZAHARA Cultural Association for Development 
Cooperation).

▪ Healing in the diaspora (Crisàlide Communication Cooperative, SCCL).
▪ Correspondence: Photo exchange between women survivors of sexist violence 

in Barcelona (Catalonia) and Nablus (Palestine) (HÈLIA Association in Support of 
Women Who Suffer Gender Violence).

▪ The Syrian commune, voices of the diaspora (Contrast Collective Association of 
Journalists).

In both cases, the project execution period began on 1 September 2022 and will 
continue through 31 August 2023.
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Exhibitions and 
production of 
audiovisual
materials
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Since its creation, ICIP has produced a variety of exhibitions and au-
diovisual materials related to the topics of our four work areas. These 
materials are available to organizations and administrations interes-
ted in their dissemination. 
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“Para volverte a ver” (To see you again)

Short about the Colombian exile community in Europe and its contribution to the pro-
cess of the Truth Commission of Colombia. The documentary, produced by Mandorla 
Films, was released in July, coinciding with the presentation of the Commission’s 
Final Report in Barcelona and Lleida. Since then, it has been screened at European 
festivals in Florence, Fuerteventura, Toulouse and York, and Caracas (Venezuela) at 
the International Human Rights Film Festival, where it received a special mention.

“Face to face with violence: Stories of resilience in Central Ame-
rica”

The exhibition was created by Ruido Photo and produced by ICIP. Through photogra-
phy and interviews, the exhibit is a journey through the many faces of the violence 
that affects everyday life in three Central American countries known as the Northern 
Triangle: El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. At the same time, it puts faces on 
the brave people who dedicate their time to dealing with this violence with a surpri-
sing capacity for resilience.

In 2022, the exhibition was on display in Granollers, Ripoll, Sant Boi de Llobregat, 
Sant Cugat del Vallès, Sant Quirze del Vallès, Sant Vicenç dels Horts and Terrassa.

“Fence-World”

This exhibition, created by the Enmedio collective and produced by ICIP, reflects on 
walls and borders and explores ways to overcome the logic of separation and stigma-
tization. In October 2022, the exhibit was on display at the University of Lleida, where 
the Enmedio collective organized a reflection workshop. 



Book series
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ICIP publishes books in collaboration with different publishers, inten-
ding to disseminate the culture of peace to a broad audience. The 
books are categorized into four series, which already comprise 77 
books.
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Books released in 2022

▪ Papers de pau (edited by Mar Valldeoriola and Jordi Algué). “Classics of peace 
and nonviolence” series, co-published with Angle Editorial.

 Collection of 41 texts by Arcadi Oliveres, some previously unpublished, that evoke 
his pacifist legacy, from the denunciation of war to the necessary culture of peace.

▪ Sobre la violència, by Hannah Arendt (new edition). “Classics of peace and non-
violence” series, co-published with Angle Editorial.

 Reflection on the rhetoric of violence and the concepts of power, strength and 
authority by one of the most influential political thinkers of the 20th century.

▪ An alternative security framework, by Teddy Baker, Olga Batallé and Francesc 
Teodoro. “Tools for peace, security and justice” series.

 A manual that interweaves different critical theories about the dominant, purely 
state and armed security model and that provides alternative perspectives.
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In 2022, ICIP also worked on the editions of four titles that will be published in the 
first quarter of 2023: 

▪ Fer Front. Resistència al servei militar i antimilitarisme a Catalunya (1971-
1989), by Carlos Ángel  Ordás. “Nonviolence and the struggle for freedom” series, 
co-published with Pagès Editors.

▪ Polítiques locals de seguretat humana i comunitària: Bones pràctiques a la 
demarcació de Barcelona, by Nora Miralles Crespo. “Tools for peace, security 
and justice” series. 

▪ Bidelagun. Acompañamiento a procesos de diálogo en Euskal Herria, by Aitzi-
ber Blanco. “Tools for peace, security and justice” series. 

▪ ETA: el desenlace. La paz esquiva en el País Vasco, by Teresa Whitfield. “Pea-
ce and security” series.
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The ICIP Library responds to the commitment to establishing and 
maintaining a library that promotes research and knowledge transfer. 
Since its creation, it has become the leading library on issues related 
to the culture of peace, security and conflicts. The centre is open to 
the general public, and its primary service is lending books and other 
materials.

Its specific areas of expertise range from nonviolence to peacebuil-
ding, conflict transformation, political science, international relations, 
disarmament, terrorism, cooperation and development, and nonvio-
lent social movements.

Concerning the library’s lending services, 2022 was marked by the change of the 
Institute’s location in June, meaning the library no longer has an independent physical 
space. In our new offices, the office space had to be adapted to fit the entire collection, 
but this has dramatically affected its use and the ease of access to the documents. 
Currently, there is only one workstation in service for users.

The change resulted in a sudden alteration in the in-person library service for several 
months. And there has been a minimal increase in the number of users registered to 
use loan services. Currently, we have 580 users in our database.

The library is a member of the Network of Specialized Libraries of the Government of 
Catalonia (XBEG in its Catalan initials) and, since 2016, an associate member of the 
Consortium of University Services of Catalonia (CSUC). The library belongs to the 
Collective Catalogue of Catalan Universities (CCUC), which has over five million titles 
and provides access to more than ten million physical documents. It also incorporates 
the archives of CSUC member libraries and other associated libraries. In 2022, despite 
serving a much more limited public, our collection continued to grow progressively. A 
total of 165 new monographs were acquired, meaning that the library now has 9,700 
volumes, most of which are books, including audiovisual materials. The lending service 
remained active throughout the year thanks mainly to inter-library lending, that is, from 
the centres that form the networks in which the library actively participates.
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One goal for 2022 was to increase our collaboration with other libraries, especially 
public libraries aimed at a more general public. In this sense, we have focused on dis-
tributing our publications throughout Catalonia, promoting reading clubs, and sharing 
professional experiences with similar centres.

Reading clubs

In 2022, ICIP organized several reading clubs in collaboration with public libraries, 
taking advantage of the literary focus of the books published in the “Classics of peace 
and nonviolence” series.

Reading club session held at the 
Sant Gervasi Library in Barcelona 
in November 2022.

In conjunction with the Libraries of Barcelona, we included the book The Adventures 
of Wesley Jackson in one of the jam-packed reading club sessions held at the Sant 
Gervasi-Joan Maragall Library. A virtual book club was also held, an initiative that 
promotes reading and dialogue through new technologies. These are reading clubs 
in which writers, publishers, translators and cultural journalists converse with readers 
through an instant messaging service (Tellfy) and by video conference, allowing for 
an augmented reading of the books in digital format. Throughout November, this club 
also read Saroyan’s novel, which we edited in ePub for the occasion. The session 
was led by Jordi Martín Lloret, the book’s translator into Catalan.

In conjunction with the Just M. Casero Library in Girona, we have co-organized a 
peace-themed club with various readings of ICIP publications. The first session, also 
on Saroyan’s book, was led by Irene Pujadas. There are two more sessions sche-
duled in the same series during the first semester of 2023, in which participants will 
discuss the book Papers de pau, a collection of texts by Arcadi Oliveres, and Trans-
parentes: Historias del exilio colombiano, a book by Javier de Isusi that captures part 
of the work carried out by the Truth Commission of Colombia.  

Bibliography on peacebuilding

The ICIP Library has produced the bibliography “Peacebuilding and conflict resolution” 
for the series of thematic bibliographies of the Public Library Service of Catalonia. It is 
a selection of readings to understand peacebuilding from different perspectives and 
includes many of ICIP’s publications.

The bibliography was produced in collaboration with the Catalan Agency for Develop-
ment Cooperation and the Library Service of the Government of Catalonia.

Linked to the thematic bibliography, ICIP has donated 750 books published by the insti-
tution to 28 public libraries in Catalonia participating in the “Read conflicts, build peace” 
edition of the Libraries without Borders program.
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International visits

On an international level, the ICIP Library has exchanged publications with the Mu-
seo Casa de la Memoria in Medellín (Colombia) and, on an in-person visit, was able 
to learn firsthand about the social work carried out by the Parque San Javier Library 
of the Medellín Public Library System.

Through the distributor Fares Libros, the entire “Peace and security” book series has 
been delivered to Colombian entities, such as the University of Ibagué, the Peace 
and Region Node, and the Agency for Reincorporation and Normalization (ARN).

In 2022, we also received a visit from the director of Gernika Gogoratuz, María 
Oianguren. This research centre in the Basque Country has incorporated all of ICIP’s 
publications into its specialized collection. We have also actively participated in book 
fairs and conferences, such as the LIBER International Book Fair, the Catalan Book 
Week and the Literal Book Fair.
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One of ICIP’s main commitments is to create synergies between 
social, academic and institutional actors in Catalonia and worldwide. 
This commitment results in several levels of collaboration. 

1 Participation in international
   organizations, networks and conferences

▪ Spanish Association for Peace Research (AIPAZ)

 ICIP has been a member of the AIPAZ network since the creation of our institution 
in 2008. The network comprises 25 NGOs, research centres, chairs, institutes and 
people related to research and education for peace throughout Spain.

 In 2022, ICIP participated in the anniversary of the creation of the network in Zara-
goza, in an event in which Professor Antoni Pigrau, a former member of the ICIP 
Governing Board, received the Francisco A. Muñoz Award, in recognition of his 
trajectory in the promotion of peace. 

▪ Truth Commission of Colombia

 ICIP acted as the Technical Secretariat for the Truth Commission of Colombia in 
Europe from 2019 to 2022, coordinating the 15 working groups active in 11 Eu-
ropean countries. The Secretariat’s objective was to document Colombian exiles’ 
experiences (see the “Memory, coexistence and reconciliation” work area section 
for more information).

 This task involved coordination with leading organizations such as Hegoa (Basque 
Country), swisspeace (Switzerland), the Swedish Foundation for Human Rights 
(Sweden) and the CAPAZ Institute (Germany). Once the commission’s mandate 
concluded, the Technical Secretariat ended its functions in 2022 with the presenta-
tion and socialization of its Final Report.
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▪ Catalan Council for the Promotion of Peace

 The director of ICIP holds the position of second vice president of this consultative 
and participatory entity. The Council comprises representatives of the Government 
of Catalonia, local entities, parliamentary groups, non-governmental organizations 
for peace and other relevant institutions and personalities recognized for their acti-
vities in favour of peace. The Council is the body that proposes candidates for the 
ICIP Governing Board elected by the Parliament of Catalonia. 

▪ European Peacebuilding Liaison Office (EPLO)

 This European Platform of NGOs aims to influence the European Union’s public poli-
cies on peacebuilding and the prevention of violent conflicts. In addition, it is a space 
for cooperation and collaboration with leading European organizations in promoting 
peace and offers specialized training in this field. The network includes 48 member 
organizations from 18 countries, and ICIP is the only member from Spain. In 2022, 
ICIP director Kristian Herbolzheimer was renewed as a member of the network’s 
Steering Committee, a position he has held since 2020. ICIP has been a member of 
EPLO since 2019.

▪ The Platform for Peacebuilding in Mexico

 ICIP is one of the driving forces behind this new Platform set up in 2019, partly due 
to the First International Forum for Peacebuilding in Mexico that ICIP, Serapaz and 
Taula per Mèxic convened in Barcelona. The creation of the Platform was formali-
zed on 28 October with a symbolic event in the community of Acteal, Chiapas.

 This Platform aims to coordinate local, regional, national and international efforts. 
It comprises organizations, activists, journalists, artists and academics committed 
to transforming violence through a peacebuilding approach. The goal is to become 
a space for shared analysis, an exchange of knowledge, solidarity and collective 
action.

▪ Taula Catalana for Peace and Human Rights in Colombia

 ICIP is an observer organization of the Taula Catalana Coordinating Group for Peace 
and Human Rights in Colombia, an alliance whose objective is to strengthen ties and 
increase collaboration among the entities members of the Platform. The formal partici-
pation of ICIP in Taula Catalana allows us to enhance our work related to peacebuilding 
in Colombia, especially in assisting with the processes of truth, justice and recognition 
of the victims of the Colombian armed conflict. ICIP regularly participates in the activities 
of Taula Catalana, such as the annual conference in November 2022 entitled “Colombia 
towards total peace: Challenges and hopes.”

▪ Latin American Network of Women, Peace and Security

 ICIP has been part of this alliance since 2020. It aims to contribute to peacebuil-
ding in Latin America and the Caribbean, including its diasporas, from a feminist 
perspective and through generating knowledge, advocacy and collective action. 
The network’s annual meeting for 2022 took place in Mexico City from 10-14 Octo-
ber.

In 2022, among other activities, the group held in-person and virtual workshops on 
security and dialogue in Mexico and Colombia, participated in the Conference on 
Peacebuilding with a Gender Perspective of the Ibero-American University in Mexi-
co City (IBERO), and organized a training process for 30 members of the network’s 
organizations. The training is part of developing a Feminist School that will soon be 
available as a virtual specialization course to the general public.

▪ Cities Defending Human Rights

 Since 2013, ICIP has been one of the public institutions and organizations that 
support the Cities Defending Human Rights project, in which various Catalan 

2 Support for initiatives promoting peace
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municipalities participate. The initiative aims to raise awareness about the work of 
human rights activists from around the world through their testimonies and to raise 
awareness among citizens about the need to integrate the defence of human rights 
into our daily work.

 In 2022, the project consisted of two tours and focused on the following topics: defence 
of the land and the environment; defence of women and the LGBTIQ+ community; the 
right to peace, civil and political rights; and migrant and refugee rights. Thirteen acti-
vists from Colombia, the Sahara, El Salvador, Spain, the Philippines, Ghana, Greece, 
Honduras, Lebanon, Mexico and South Africa participated in the project. 

▪ Arcadi Oliveres Week for Peace

 ICIP actively participated in the first Arcadi Oliveres – Week for Peace, an initiati-
ve of Justícia i Pau, which took place in Barcelona from 27-30 June. This initiative 
aims to keep the message and legacy of Arcadi Oliveres alive. The Week for Peace 
has been presented as a meeting space, open to the participation of all citizens, to 
rethink the future of our society.

 ICIP organized “Dialogue Square” with the Catalan Fund for Development Coopera-
tion and Lafede.cat as part of the initiative. The space featured a human library and 
an outdoor exhibition.

▪ Second Youth Act! 
International Forum

This year, ICIP organized several 
workshops for this youth forum, 
which took place in Barcelona 
in June and was led by Service 
Civil International of Catalonia 
and the Barcelona Youth Council. 
The conference brought toge-
ther young people from all over 

3 Collaborations

This section includes collaborations established throughout the year with institutions, uni-
versities, research and academic centres, and social and cultural organizations for the joint 
organization of activities, projects, publications and shared initiatives, and collaborations 
based on projects funded by ICIP.

3.1 Institutions

▪ City Councils of Barcelona, Capellades, Castelldefels, El Prat de Llobregat, L’Hospi-
talet de Llobregat, Lleida, Manresa, Ripoll, Ripollet, Sabadell, Sant Boi de Llobregat, 
Sant Cugat del Vallès, Sant Quirze del Vallès, Sant Vicenç dels Horts and Terrassa.

▪ Centre d’Estudis d’Opinió
▪ Consorci de Serveis Universitaris de Catalunya
▪ Mossos d’Esquadra de Catalunya (Central Police Region)
▪ Provincial Council of Barcelona (Office of Decentralized Cooperation)
▪ Catalan Fund for Development Cooperation

the Mediterranean to share common resistance strategies and to generate shared 
proposals.

In collaboration with the Barcelona Youth Council, ICIP also participated in 2022 in 
organizing two work sessions with young people to discuss the relationship between 
youth activism and the culture of peace.

▪ Periferia Beat Festival

 In 2022, ICIP debuted as a participating institution in Perifèria Beat, the urban art 
festival held in various spaces around the city of Barcelona in October. ICIP invited 
the rapper Rebeca Lane from Guatemala and organized the roundtable discussion 
“Peace beats: Urban culture and community ties”, which took place on 14 October.

Workshop with young people 
during the celebration of the Youth 
Act! Forum, held in Barcelona in 
June 2022.
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▪ Government of Catalonia (Catalan Agency for Development Cooperation, Catalan 
Youth Agency, Agency for the Management of University and Research Grants, Ad-
visory Council for Sustainable Development – Catalonia 2030 Alliance, Department 
of External Action and the European Union, Department of Education, Department 
of the Interior, General Directorate of Cooperation, General Directorate of Security 
Administration).

▪ Parliament of Catalonia (External Action, Transparency and Cooperation Commis-
sion; Study Commission on the Police Model; and the Bureau of the Parliament).

▪ Colombia: Commission for the Clarification of Truth, Coexistence and Non-Repeti-
tion; German-Colombian Peace Institute (CAPAZ); Special Jurisdiction for Peace; 
and Unit for the Search of Disappeared Persons. 

3.2 Universities and other research and academic centers

▪ African Peace Research and Education Association (AFPREA)
▪ Barcelona School of Tourism, Hospitality and Gastronomy (CETT)
▪ CIDOB
▪ Emigra-CER Migraciones (UAB)
▪ Esade Center for Economic Policy (EsadeEcPol) (Spain)
▪ School for a Culture of Peace (ECP)
▪ Fundació Universitària Balmes (Universitat de Vic)
▪ GLOBALCODES (Universitat Blanquerna)
▪ Institut d’Estudis Regionals i Metropolitans de Barcelona
▪ Instituto de Estudios sobre Desarrollo y Cooperación Internacional (Hegoa) (Bas-

que Country)
▪ Instituto de Investigación Universidad Carlos III-Fundación Juan March de Ciencias 

Sociales
▪ International Peace Research Association (IPRA)
▪ London School of Economics
▪ Rutgers University (United States of America)
▪ Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
▪ Universidad Carlos III de Madrid (Spain)
▪ Universitat de Barcelona
▪ Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena (Germany)
▪ Universitat de Girona

▪ Universitat de Lleida
▪ Universidad Iberoamericana (Mexico)
▪ Universitat Pompeu Fabra
▪ Universitat Rovira i Virgili
▪ University of Aberdeen (Scotland)

3.3 Collaborations with social organizations

▪ Asociación Española de Investigación para la Paz (AIPAZ)
▪ Aluna Acompañamiento Psicosocial (Mexico)
▪ Amics per a la UNESCO de Barcelona
▪ Artículo 19 (Mexico)
▪ Associació Xarxa Solidària Sabadell-Colòmbia
▪ Ateneu Igualadí
▪ Build Up
▪ Centre Delàs d’Estudis per la Pau
▪ Centro de Educación e Investigación para la Paz (CEIPAZ) (Spain)
▪ Centro de Investigación y Educación Popular (CINEP) (Colombia)
▪ Comitè Óscar Romero de Barcelona
▪ Comité para la Protección de Periodistas (Mexico)
▪ Consell de Joventut de Barcelona
▪ Coordinadora d’ONG Solidàries de les comarques gironines i l’Alt Maresme
▪ Coordinadora d’ONGD i AMS de Lleida
▪ Corporación de Investigación y Acción Social y Económica (CIASE) (Colombia)
▪ Corridors – Dialogue through Cooperation (Germany)
▪ European Peacebuilding Liaison Office (EPLO)
▪ FundiPau
▪ Huacal
▪ International Fellowship of Reconciliation (IFOR)
▪ Institut de Drets Humans de Catalunya
▪ Institute for Integrated Transitions (IFIT)
▪ JASS Mesoamérica
▪ Justícia i Pau
▪ Lafede.cat – Organitzacions per a la Justícia Global
▪ Movilizatorio (Colombia)
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▪ Novact
▪ Periodistas de a Pie (Mexico)
▪ Plataforma para la Construcción de la Paz en Chiapas “Slamalil K’inal” (Mexico)
▪ Red de Solidaridad para la Transformación Social (REDS)
▪ Red Prodepaz (Colombia)
▪ Red Latinoamericana de Seguridad Incluyente y Sostenible – FES (Colombia)
▪ Sudergintza (Basque Country)
▪ Swisspeace (Switzerland)
▪ Taula per Mèxic
▪ Universitat Internacional de la Pau

▪ Entities receiving an ICIP grant: aFFaC (Associacions Federades de Famílies 
d’Alumnes de Catalunya); AMELL (Associació de Monitors i Educadors de Llei-
da); Associació Col·lectiu de Periodistes Contrast; Associació Cultural La Nave 
Va; Associació de Dones Subsaharianes de Banyoles Legki Yakaru; Associació 
International Peace Bureau Barcelona; Associació Cultural per a la Cooperació 
al Desenvolupament Azahara; Centre Delàs d’Estudis per la Pau; Cooperativa de 
Comunicació Crisàlide; Fundació Educació Solidària; Hèlia (Associació de Suport 
a les Dones que Pateixen Violència de Gènere; Mujer Diáspora; Novact; Plàudite 
Teatre; Quepo. 

▪ Entities receiving the ICIP Award 2022: Bakeola; Baketik; Emagune; Eskubi-
dez; Foro de Asociaciones de Educación en Derechos Humanos y por la Paz; 
Foro Ciudadano Donostia; Foro Social Permanente; Fundación Fernando Buesa; 
Gernika Gogoratuz, Centro de Investigación por la Paz; Museo de la Paz de 
Gernika; Unesco Etxea. 

▪ Entities that are members of the Platform for Peacebuilding in Mexico: 
Brigada Marabunta; Centro de Colaboración Cívica (CCC); Centro de Derechos 
Humanos Fray Bartolomé de las Casas; Consorcio Oaxaca; CORECO; Educa; 
Eutopía y Estrategia; Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict 
(GPPAC); Whitaker Peace and Development Initiative; Partners Global; Periodis-
tas de a Pie; Poder; Programa de las Américas; Civil Peace Service – Brot für die 
Welt; Servicio Internacional para la Paz (SIPAZ); Serpaj; Serapaz; SweFor; Taula 
per Mèxic; Universidad de la Tierra.

▪ Entities that are members of the Escuela Feminista project: Cinep; CONA-
MIC - Coordinadora Nacional de Mujeres Indígenas de Colombia; Colectivo de 
Mujeres del Alto Ricaurte; Comisión de Mujeres de Los Pastos Kawsay Ñan; 
Corporación Colibrí Tejiendo Territorio; Fundación San Alonso Rodríguez de Hon-
duras; JASS Mesoamérica; Mujer Diáspora; Mujeres Jóvenes Constructoras de 
Paz de Colombia; Organización de Mujeres Wayuu; Pazalianza; Red de Mujeres 
para el Empoderamiento Político y Económico de la Provincia de Vélez; Serapaz; 
Trece Pueblos Originarios de Tecamac; Universidad Iberoamericana de Ciudad 
de México.

▪ Entities participating in projects promoting dialogue: Asociación Activis-
tas en Transición; Avalot – UGT Jove; Confluència Jove; Creu Roja Joventut; 
Dialogue Labs; Escola de Cultura de Pau; Federació d’Associacions Gitanes de 
Catalunya; Fundació Catalunya Europa; Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya; 
Joventut Socialista de Catalunya; Nou Sol; Noves Generacions de Catalunya; 
ProtopiaLab; Sahara Ponent. 

▪ Entities participating in the project with the Truth Commission of Colombia: 
Instituto Hegoa; swisspeace; Instituto CAPAZ; Swedish Foundation for Human 
Rights; Caritas Norway; Taula Catalana per la Pau i els Drets Humans a Colòm-
bia; Nido Catalunya de suport a la Comissió; Colectiva de Mujeres Refugiadas, 
Exiliadas y Migradas; Mujer Diáspora; Círculo de la Palabra de Barcelona; Gesta-
paz; Coordinadora d’ONGD i AMS de Lleida; Associació Xarxa Solidària Sabade-
ll-Colòmbia; Grup Internodal de Gènere de suport a la Comissió; Foro Internacional 
de Víctimas; Grupo de Familiares Europa Abya Yala de Personas Desaparecidas 
en Colombia; Xochicuicatl e.V. Asociación de Mujeres Latinoamericanas en Berlín; 
Fundación Voces y Saberes. 

3.4 Collaborations with cultural agents and organizations

▪ Angle Editorial
▪ Biblioteca Just M. Casero (Girona)
▪ Born Centre de Cultura i Memòria
▪ Colectivo Enmedio
▪ Fares Libros
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▪ Hip-hop Works Spain
▪ La Casa dels Clàssics
▪ La Conga Music
▪ La Setmana del Llibre en Català
▪ Mandorla Films
▪ Museo Casa de la Memoria (Medellín, Colombia)
▪ Pagès Editors
▪ Perifèria Beat Festival
▪ Ruido Photo
▪ Unlock Art
▪ Xarxa de Biblioteques de Barcelona (Barcelona Public Library network)
▪ Versembrant 

3.5 Authors of the Peace in Progress magazine (Issue number 40) 

▪ Ana Glenda Tager, Alianza para la Paz, Colombia
▪ Carolina Ricardo, Instituto Sou da Paz, Brazil
▪ Esperanza Hernández, Universidad de La Salle, Colombia
▪ Jordi Mir, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Catalonia
▪ José Antonio Guevara Bermúdez, Universidad Autónoma de Tlaxcala, Mexico
▪ Mary Kaldor, London School of Economics, United Kingdom
▪ Mohamed Daghar, ENACT Africa
▪ Roger Mac Ginty, Durham Global Security Institute, United Kingdom
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The institution’s main dissemination channel is the website www.icip.cat, available 
in Catalan, Spanish and English and with links to the various social networks where 
ICIP has a presence. The website contains information regarding our four thematic 
work areas, our multiples channels and content for the transmission of knowledge 
and dissemination of the culture of peace, the activities and initiatives of the Institute, 
and a direct link to the Library as a reference centre in its field in Catalonia.

The website is updated daily, and the number of visits and users has increased con-
siderably in 2022. This increase is due, in part, to the integration of the content of the 
Peace in Progress magazine (which was previously hosted on a separate site) in the 
www.icip.cat website.

1 The ICIP website

184,000
Page views*

(110,000 in 2021)

+68% +141%

107,000
Sessions (visits)**
(44,000 in 2021)

+184%

82,000
Users

(29,000 in 2021)

* Views are the total number of pages viewed in different sessions.

** A session is the period of time in which a user actively interacts with the website (set of interactions 
of a device from the moment the user enters the website until they leave). When a session is resu-
med after 30 minutes or more of inactivity, it counts as a new session.

With the application of its new image to all internal, external, online 
and offline dissemination materials, ICIP has completed its corporate 
identity renewal process, which began in 2021.
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The number of subscriptions to the ICIP electronic newsletter increased in 2022 
to 1,250. Monthly newsletters are sent to subscribers to keep them up to date 
regarding the institution and our calendar of events.

In addition, ICIP has other databases to disseminate activities and initiatives for a 
specialized public, for example, for subscribers to the Peace in Progress magazi-
ne and those interested in the Hip Hop for Peace Contest.

Social media sites are a vital channel for disseminating ICIP activities and news and 
a forum for debate and exchanging views with the public. In 2022, an upward trend in 
followers and interactions continued on the various platforms.

The most active sites continue to be Twitter and Facebook. However, our Instagram 
channel (which has changed its initial profile focused on disseminating the Library’s 
collection to addressing a general audience) and LinkedIn and YouTube experienced 
a notable increase in 2022. The ICIPTube channel allows for the streaming of events 
and serves as a repository where videos of the sessions can be found.

Finally, ICIP has a Flickr channel where you can find the most significant images of 
our activities. Currently, the channel features one thousand photographs. 

2 The ICIP’s newsletter

3 Social media

External dissemination   81

EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS (number of followers)

 2020 2021 2022

TWITTER 7,900 8,700 9,500

FACEBOOK 6,500 6,500 6,600

INSTAGRAM - 300 975

YOUTUBE 625 975 1,100

LINKEDIN - 550 700 



Resources and 
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The final ICIP budget for 2022 was (according to the provisional closing data) 
1,581,784.35 euros, distributed by the following chapters: Chapter I (813,979.26 
euros), Chapter II (565,861.91 euros), Chapter IV (182,943.18 euros) and Chapter VI 
(19,000 euros).

These were the ICIP staff members in 2022:

1 Resources

2 Organization

These two areas ensure the functioning of ICIP as an institution, both in 
terms of financial resources and its organization, internal labour structure 
and relationship with other organizations.

Kristian Herbolzheimer Jeppson
(Executive Director)

Maria Fuentes Díaz
(Secretary of Management and Presidency)

Management

Pablo Aguiar Molina
(Program Technician)

Ana Isabel Barrera Osorio
(Program Technician), until August

Sandra Martínez Domingo
(Program Technician)

Sílvia Plana Subirana
(Program Technician)

Sabina Puig Cartes
(Program Technician)

Thematic work areas

Guifré Miquel Fageda
(Documentary Filmmaker)

Library



Two people have also been hired with a trainee contract, starting in July:

Elisenda Comadran Casas (Program Technician)
Oriol González Badia (Economic Administrative Assistant)

In 2022, ICIP announced the following job openings:

▪ Administrative assistant
▪ Economic administrative assistant
▪ Senior technician for the “Security alternatives” area
▪ Economic management technician
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Jordi Cugat Pujol
(Lawyer)

Legal consultancy

Marta López Carabí
(Manager of Grants and Equality)

Management of grants

Ángeles Blanco Díaz
(Economic, Financial and Human Resources 
Director), until November 2022

Cristina Pons Gomar
(Economic Management Technician)

Chaimaa El Haddad El Haddad
(Administrative Assistant), as of June

Marisa Padilla Godoy
(Administrative Assistant)

Patricia Nubiola Ferrer
(Economic Management Technician), as of 
November

Economic-financial area

Eugènia Riera Casals
(Press and Communications Technician)

Chema Sarri Romo
(Press and Communications Technician)

Communication
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Book series

“Classics of peace and nonviolence”

“Tools for peace, security and justice”

Jordi Algué and Mar Valldeoriola 
(editors). Papers de pau. Barcelona: 
International Catalan Institute for 
Peace; Angle Editorial, 2022. Classics 
of peace and nonviolence, 21.

Teddy Baker, Olga Batallé and Fran-
cesc Teodoro. An alternative security 
framework. Tools for peace, security 
and justice, 27. 

Available in English, Catalan and 
Spanish

Hannah Arendt. Sobre la violència. 
Barcelona: International Catalan Ins-
titute for Peace; Angle Editorial, 2011. 
Reprint 2022. Classics of peace and 
nonviolence, 4.

ICIP reports

ICIP survey

Peace in Progress magazine
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Reports 20/2022. Ukrainian nonviolent 
civil resistance in the face of war, by 
Felip Daza, published by ICIP and 
Novact with the collaboration of Frie-
drich-Schiller-Universität Jena and the 
German NGO Corridors.

Available in English, Catalan, Spanish 
and Ukrainian

Polarisation and coexistence in Spain 
2021: The role of the territories, by 
Amuitz Garmendia and Sandra León. 
ICIP and EsadeEcPol, 2022.

Available in Catalan and Spanish, and 
executive summary in English

Number 40 – May 2022: Violence 
in non-war settings, coordinated by 
Sabina Puig.

Available in English, Catalan and 
Spanish
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ICIP documents

Annex   89

Document 21/2022. Conference 
proceedings of the International Forum 
“Journalism and Peacebuilding in 
Mexico,” held in June 2022 in Mexico 
City.

Available in Spanish

Document 20/2022. Considerations 
to the European directive proposal on 
due diligence of companies in matters 
of sustainability, by Antoni Pigrau Solé 
and Daniel Iglesias Márquez.

Available in English and Spanish



Budget implementation
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 NET
 RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED
CONCEPTS RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS ADJUSTMENTS RESULT
1.	(+)	Non-financial	transactions	(Chap.	1-7)	 1,204,413.49	 1,413,049.69	 	 (-)208.636,20
(+)	Current	transactions	(Chap.	1-5)	 1,185,413.49	 1,407,180.30	 	 (-)221.766,81
(+)	Capital	transactions	(Chap.	6-7)	 19,000.00	 5,869.39	 	 13.130,61
2.	(+)	Transactions	with	financial	assets	(Chap.	8)	 	 	 	 -
I.	Budget	result	for	the	financial	year	(1+2+3)	 1,204,413.49	 1,413,049.69	 	 (-)208.636,20
II.	Net	variation	of	financial	liabilities	(Chap.9)	 	 	 	 -
III. Budget balance for the financial year (I+II) 1,204,413.49 1,413,049.69  (-)208.636,20

ADJUSTMENTS:
3.	Appropriations	spent	financed	by
the	residual	cash	flow	for	general	expenses
-	Incorporation	of	residual	funds	from	the	financial	year	2021	 	 	 205,251.01
4.	Negative	financing	deviations	for	the	financial	year	 	 	 15,914.69
5.	Positive	financing	deviations	for	the	financial	year   (-)12,529.50
TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS   208,636.20 208,636.20
IV. FINANCIAL SURPLUS FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR    -

Budget result 2022

Budget 2022 infographics

Revenue Expenses

Other

Contributions
Government of
Catalonia

Chapter 1
Staff salaries

Chapter 6
Actual investments

Chapter 4
Current transfers

Chapter 2
Current expenditures
in goods and services
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